We investigate the problem of deriving adaptive posterior rates of contraction on L ∞ balls in density estimation. Although it is known that log-density priors can achieve optimal rates when the true density is sufficiently smooth, adaptive rates were still to be proven. Recent works have shown that the so called spike-and-slab priors can achieve optimal rates of contraction under L ∞ loss in white-noise regression and multivariate regression with normal errors. Here we show that a spike-and-slab prior on the log-density also allows for (nearly) optimal rates of contraction in density estimation under L ∞ loss. Interestingly, our results hold without lower bound on the smoothness of the true density.
Introduction
We consider the problem of estimating a density p 0 with respect to Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] given n independent and identically distributed samples X n := (X 1 , . . . , X n ) from the corresponding distribution P 0 . We adopt the Bayesian paradigm and put a joint distribution on the log-density and the observations. Over the decades, there has been a growing interest for the understanding of the frequentist behaviour of posterior distributions initiated by the seminal papers of Schwartz (1965) ; Barron et al. (1999) ; Ghosal et al. (2000) . In particular Ghosal et al. (2000) states generic sufficient conditions for obtaining rates of concentration of the posterior distribution near the true model in some distance. The approach relies on the well-known existence of exponentially powerful tests functions. The existence such tests depends on the distance considered, and is guaranteed for the L 1 or Hellinger distance between densities, and also for the L 2 metric under supplementary assumptions. It is, however, now well understood that the test approach fails to give optimal rates when the risk is measured with respect to the L ∞ distance, see Castillo (2014) ; Hoffmann et al. (2015) ; Yoo et al. (2017) .
The failure of the classical approach for L ∞ rates is unfortunate because one has in general a better intuition of the shape of L ∞ balls rather than Hellinger balls, making the L ∞ -risk a more natural distance for evaluating performance of estimators. From a frequentist point of view, density estimation in sup-norm is now well understood. Minimax lower bounds can be found in Hasminskii (1979) while upper bounds can be found for instance in Ibragimov and Hasminskii (1980) ; Goldenshluger and Lepski (2014) .
For Bayesian procedures, concentration on L ∞ balls is much less understood. For the non-adaptive case, the first result goes back to Giné and Nickl (2011) where optimal rates are obtained in white-noise regression using conjugacy arguments. In the same paper, the authors obtained (possibly adaptive) rates for density estimation in sup-norm using a testing approach, but fail to achieve optimality. Using conjugacy arguments, Yoo and Ghosal (2016) also obtain non-adaptive but optimal rates for estimating a regression function. Scricciolo (2014) adapts the techniques of Giné and Nickl (2011) to obtain optimal rates when the true density is analytic. The first non-adaptive optimal result in density estimation for non ultra-smooth densities is to be credited to Castillo (2014) , where the author uses techniques based on semi-parametric Bernstein-von Mises theorems. His approach, however, requires a minimal smoothness to be applicable. Recently, Castillo (2017) obtained non-adaptive but optimal rates for density estimation in sup-norm using Pólya trees priors, with no lower bound required on the smoothness.
The existence of adaptive and optimal result is, to our knowledge, even more limited. The first successful result is in Hoffmann et al. (2015) where the authors get adaptive optimal rates in L ∞ -norm for white-noise regression using spike-andslab priors. More recently, Yoo et al. (2017) obtained adaptive optimal rates in L ∞ -norm for estimating a regression function, using a white-noise approximation of the likelihood to adapt the techniques developed in Hoffmann et al. (2015) . It is to be noted that their white-noise approximation requires a lower bound on the smoothness of the true regression function to hold.
Here, we consider a spike-and-slab prior on the unnormalized log-density to obtain (nearly) optimal rates of contraction in sup-norm. Interestingly, our approach require no lower bound on smoothness, as it is often the case for the previous Bayesian results. However, in comparison with the result of Yoo et al. (2017) the bounds given in our main theorem are optimal only up to power of log n factors.
It remains an open question whether or not the approach employed here can be tweaked to remove the extra powers of log n in the rates. We believe, however, that the method has some interest as it does not particularly use specific features of the spike-and-slab prior, but mostly the independence between the wavelet coefficients of the unnormalized log-density. We found spike-and-slab priors convenient to control entropies of some sets in our proof.
Notations 2.1 General notations
We let N := {1, 2, . . .} denote the set of natural numbers, and we let Z + := {0, 1, . . .} denote the set of positive integers. For two sequences (a n ) n∈Z + and (b n ) n∈Z + , the notation a n = o(b n ) means lim n→∞ a n /b n = 0. The letter C denotes a generic constant, not necessarily the same everywhere. The symbols and are used to denote inequalities up to generic constants. For a, b ∈ R, we let a ∧ b denote the minimum of a and b, and a ∨ b stands for the maximum.
For x ∈ R m , we use the notations x p := ( m k=1 |x k | p ) 1/p , 1 ≤ p < ∞, and x ∞ := max 1≤k≤m |x k | to denote the ℓ p -norm of x. We write either λ or dx to denote the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] . For any Lebesgue measurable function f : [0, 1] → R, the notations f p p := 1 0 |f (x)| p dx, 1 ≤ p < ∞, and f ∞ := ess sup x∈ [0, 1] |f (x)| stand for the L p -norm of f , whenever it is defined.
All densities are understood with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] . We write F the space of all densities on [0, 1] . Lower-case notations p, q, . . . are used to denote densities, while upper-case P, Q, . . . denote the corresponding distributions. The n-fold product measure of P on [0, 1] n is written P n .
Finally, we make use of the following measures of discrepancy between probability distributions. The Hellinger distance between P and Q is written H(P, Q) := √ p − √ q 2 . The Kullback-Leibler divergence is written KL(P, Q) := 1 0 p log(p/q). We also use the second-order measure of discrepancy V(P, Q) := 1 0 p log 2 (p/q).
Exponentiated random wavelet series
Since we are interested in functions on [0, 1], we will use the β-regular, orthogonal, boundary corrected wavelets of Cohen et al. (1993) , referred to as the CDV basis. We denote {ϕ k : k ∈ I} and {ψ j,k : j ∈ Z + , k ∈ I j } the CDV father and mother wavelets. We assume without loss of generality that I ⊂ Z + and I j ⊂ Z + for all j ∈ Z + . It is well known that |I| < ∞ and sup j∈Z + 2 −j |I j | < ∞. Moreover, there is a level j 0 ≥ 0 such that for all j ≥ j 0 the mother wavelets are orthogonal to all constants, i.e. 1 0 ψ j,k = 0 for all k. We shall write f k = 1 0 ϕ k , and m j,k = 1 0 ψ j,k . Note that m j,k = 0 whenever j ≥ j 0 . We let Θ denote the space of all wavelet coefficients. We use the standard notations K j f (x) := 1 0 k∈I 2 j/2 ϕ k (2 j x)ϕ k (2 j y) f (y) dy, j ∈ Z + , for the CDV projection operators (Cohen et al., 1993) .
Wavelets are necessarily locally negative, and it is not trivial to guarantee almost-sure non-negativity of a random wavelet series. Hence, random wavelet series are not suitable priors for estimating a density. The well known trick, however, is to model the log-density as a random wavelet series (van der Vaart and van Zanten, 2008; Giné and Nickl, 2011; Castillo, 2014) , i.e. to every (ϑ, θ) ∈ Θ, we associate a density p ϑ,θ ∈ F defined by
We will induce canonically a prior on F by setting a probability distribution Π over Θ (endowed with obvious σ-algebra). For convenience, we also define the normalized coefficients (ϑ, θ) → ϑ(ϑ, θ) and (ϑ, θ) → θ(ϑ, θ) such that ϑ(ϑ, θ) ≡ ϑ := ϑ + C(ϑ, θ)f and θ(ϑ, θ) ≡ θ := θ + C(ϑ, θ)m. We will also use the following notations, respectively for the unnormalized and normalized log-densities,
3 Main result
Prior description and assumptions
We will use the so-called spike-and-slab prior distribution over Θ (Mitchell and Beauchamp, 1988) . We let the father coefficients be independently and identically distributed (iid) from distribution Π ϑ on R. The mother coefficients are independent of the father coefficients. For a deterministic truncation level j n ∈ Z + and weights ω 1 , . . . , ω jn ∈ [0, 1], they are independent with distribution on R
Here δ 0 is the point mass at 0 and Π θ j are distributions on R. We assume that Π θ j (θ j,k = 0) = 0 always. We write Π n the joint distribution of (ϑ, θ; X n ) where X n ∼ P n ϑ,θ . We also define the random variables (ϑ, θ) →ŝ j,k (ϑ, θ) such thatŝ j,k = 1 {θ j,k =0} . Notice thatŝ j,k = 0 almost surely for j > j n andŝ j,k are independent Bernoulli random variables with success probability ω j when 0 ≤ j ≤ j n .
We will state rates of convergence of the posterior distributions for spike-andslab priors meeting the following conditions. The highest level j n is chosen to be any integer satisfying for some sequence (s n ) n≥0 such that
We also assume that there are constants b 1 , µ ⋆ > 0 such that at least for j large enough,
For a monotonically increasing function ℓ : R + → R + such that lim x→∞ ℓ(x) = ∞, lim x→∞ ℓ(x) 2 / log x = 0 and lim x→∞ ℓ(x) log log(x)/ log(x) = 0, we assume that Π ϑ and (Π θ j ) j∈Z + satisfy the following tail assumptions. There exists a constant a 3 > 0 such that for x > 0 large enough,
It may seem restrictive to assume Π ϑ and (Π θ j ) j∈Z + having such light tails, but this is crucial to get rates when 0 < β ≤ 1/2. In this situation, equation (3) guarantees that if the posteriors concentrate on Hellinger balls around P 0 , then they also concentrate on L ∞ balls around p 0 (see for instance Theorem 2 below).
We furthermore assume that the prior puts enough mass on certain balls. For all G > 0 there exist constants a 4 , b 4 > 0 such that for any |ϑ 0 | ≤ G and any 2 j(β+1/2) |θ 0 j | ≤ G, and all 0 < ǫ < 1,
For the reader who is not convinced of the existence of priors satisfying simultaneously the equation (3) and equation (4), we construct a simple example in Section 3.3.
The upper bound in uniform distance
We consider the case of bounded from below and above density ξ ≤ p 0 ≤ ξ, hence with p 0 ∈ L 1 [0, 1]. We furthermore assume that ρ 0 := log p 0 ∈ B Härdle et al. (2000, Chapter 9 ) for more details. Because x → e x is infinitely smooth, we also have
The purpose of this paper is to prove the next theorem. It establishes, under the above assumptions, that the sequence of posterior distributions contracts adaptively and at near optimal rate on L ∞ balls centered at p 0 .
Furthermore assume the prior satisfies the conditions of Section 3.1 with µ ⋆ > 6. Then there are constants M, m > 0 depending only the prior and p 0 such that as n → ∞
We believe the requirement µ ⋆ > 6 in the theorem is not sharp, although it is not very clear how to improve the bound from our proofs. It is certain, however, that µ ⋆ should not be taken too small.
More interestingly, the Theorem 1 holds without lower bound assumption on β, in contrast with the result in regression of Yoo et al. (2017) . We think this is because we have more stringent assumptions on the slab distribution. In particular, equation (3) is used in combination with concentration of the posterior on Hellinger balls to obtain a preliminary L ∞ rate of order (log n) −c for arbitrary large c > 0; this is the Theorem 2 below. This rate is refined after to become nearly optimal, but the preliminary rate is crucial to the proof. In the case where β > 1/2, this is not required and equation (3) can be weakened to the assumption made in Yoo et al. (2017) . In the case where 0 < β ≤ 1/2, however, it is important the prior penalizes strongly non-smooth densities to be able to get a preliminary L ∞ rate.
It is worth mentioning the rates in Yoo et al. (2017) are tighter than the one found here. They, in particular, get the "right" power of log n. In the case 0 < β ≤ 1/2, we suspect the extra powers of log n is the price to pay to get adaptation.
Example of prior meeting the assumptions of the paper
Here we exhibit and example of distribution satisfying simultaneously the equations (3) and (4). We consider only Π θ j for some j ≥ 0, the case of Π ϑ is obvious. Let τ ∼ F (·) on R and independently α ∼ H(·) on R + . We let Π θ j be the distribution of θ = 2 −j(α+1/2) τ . We claim that if for a function ℓ satisfying the same assumptions as in Section 3.1 we have for some a > 0
and if, in addition F has a density f with for every G > 0 there exists g > 0 such that inf x∈ [−G,G] f (x) ≥ g, and H has a strictly positive density in a neighborhood of β, then Π θ satisfies simultaneously equations (3) and (4). For equation (3), this is because for every x > 0,
As for equation (4), let define
Then it is clear that the assumptions on the densities of F and H implies that equation (4) holds for some a 4 , b 4 > 0.
4 Proof of the upper bound
Construction of a sieve and Hellinger contraction
The first step in the proof of the main theorem is the contraction of the posterior onto suitable Hellinger balls. This uses the classical techniques from Ghosal et al. (2000) and thus the proofs are deferred to Appendix C.
Indeed, we can show that in addition of the Hellinger ball around P 0 of radius M ε n , the posterior also concentrates on the sets
This is formalized in the next theorem.
In view of the result of the previous lemma, we will now assume without loss of generality that the posterior distributions have support on Θ n .
The upper bound in uniform distance
In this section we prove the upper bound on the rate given in Theorem 1. We let j 0 ≤ j n ≪ j n be a level -eventually depending on n -to be chosen sufficiently large after. We take j n ≥ j 0 so that wavelets are orthogonal to constants for levels j ≥ j n . The Theorem 1 is then an immediate consequence of the Theorem 3 below. This is
where the second line follows because sup x∈[0,1] k∈I j |ψ j,k (x)| ≤ C2 j/2 for a universal constant C > 0 not depending on j.
Theorem 3. Assume µ ⋆ > 6, then there are constants M, m > 0 depending only the prior and p 0 such that for every δ n ≥ M (log n) m n −β/(2β+1)
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3. We aim at bounding the marginal posterior distribution of the coefficients θ j,k with j n ≤ j ≤ j n . We construct the following binary partition of Θ n . Let
Kn , we define the parts as
We want to emphasize that the classical test approach consists morally on bounding the posterior by
where N (Θ n , δ n , d) is the covering number of Θ n by balls of radius δ n in a suitable distance d. This fails to give optimal rates because the supremum over jn j=0 k∈I j b j,k ≥ 1 is dominated by the terms with jn j=0 k∈I j b j,k = 1 whose only non-zero entry corresponds to a high-frequency wavelet. For those b, the decay of P n 0 Π n (Θ b n | X n ) as n → ∞ is to slow to compensate for the covering number in equation (5). The number of such b's, however, is indeed very low, and the sum in equation (5) can be arranged in a clever way.
For every b ∈ {0, 1} Kn , we define the set
We also define a couple of variables we will repeatedly use in the sequel. For any
The following lemma relates the Lebesgue measure of S b to N b and will be extensively used in the proofs. The proof of the lemma is to be found in Appendix D.
Lemma 2. Let λ denote the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. There are universal constants w > 0 and w > 0 (not depending on b, j n nor n) such that
We first take care of the b for which P 0 (S b ) is large; this is because it will help in the proof of Theorem 4 below to assume P 0 (S b ) is bounded away from 1. We define the index set B := {b ∈ {0, 1} Kn :
The following lemma is a consequence of the contraction of the posteriors on Hellinger balls. It is proved in Appendix D.
The following theorem is of great importance. Considering it is likely to be the most important result of the article, we found that its (lengthy) proof deserve its own section. Consequently, the proof of the theorem is given in Section 5. In preparation for the statement of the theorem, we define for all b ∈ {0, 1}
Theorem 4. There are constants M, m, q > 0 not depending on n nor b such that if δ n ≥ M (log n) m n −β/(2β+1) and 2 j n ≥ j q n , then for every ǫ > 0, there exist constants C, c, n 0 > 0, depending only on ǫ, p 0 , the prior parameters, and the wavelet basis, but not on b, such that for all n ≥ n 0 if P 0 (S b ) ≤ 1/4
We assume without loss of generality that j n < j * < j n . For n large enough it can clearly be taken smaller than j n by the assumptions on ρ 0 . If it is smaller than j n , then we don't need Theorem 3 to prove Theorem 1. By construction, it holds Q b j = N b j for all j ≥ j * . Then, because of Theorem 4 and Lemma 2,
To ease notations, we write
Then, remarking that for any integer tuple (n j n , . . . , n jn ) with 0
} and e x − 1 ≤ xe x for all x ≥ 0, we deduce from the above that
Let 2∆ :
By the assumption that
Consequently j * can be taken to be the smallest integer satisfying j * log 2 ≥ (1/β) log(G/δ n ), and if so
.
Thus, it remains to show that δ n can be chosen to satisfy cwnδ 2 n ≥ j 2 n j * 2 j * (1 + ∆) log 2 and the conditions of Theorems 1 and 4, but this is obvious.
Proof of Theorem 4 5.1 More notations
We first introduce a couple of notations. We drop out the subscripts b, j n , and we let I := {(j, k) : j n ≤ j ≤ j n , b j,k = 1}. We also define θ I and θ \I to be the subvectors of θ consisting respectively of the entries with index in I and all other entries. Since we want to bound the posterior distribution of those coefficients with indexes in I, it will be convenient to trade the normalizing constant C(ϑ, θ) for a version not depending on θ I . We define,
and the quasi-normalized log-densities,
We will also make use of the notationsρ I ϑ,θ :
has no dependency on ϑ nor θ \I . Also notice thatρ \I ϑ,θ has no dependency on θ I .
Overview of the proof
In the whole proof, γ, ζ, η, κ, z > 0, r > 1, and 0 < h < 1 are constants to be chosen accordingly at the end of the day.
For an integer constant K > 0 and for a constant ν > 0 to be determined, we define for k = 1, . . . , K the slices
We also let B k := {(ϑ, θ) : θ I ∈ B I k }. We claim that for all r > 1, ν and K can be chosen so that Θ b n ⊆ K k=1 B k with K ≤ log(1/δ n )/ log(r). This will be justified at the end of this section. For any k = 1, . . . , K, we furthermore define for a constant
Again, we will write
Although it may looks like the definition of the sets A I k involves specific features of the spike-and-slab prior, what matters here is that the covering number of the set Θ b n ∩ A k in some distance (see proofs) can be well-controlled. Hence, it is quite possible to replace the definition of A I k by some suitable entropy conditions if one is interested in other log-density priors. It seems, however, hard to get rid of the independence of the wavelet coefficients.
For a ǫ > 0 eventually arbitrary small and for universal constants C, c, n 0 > 0 (i.e. not depending on b nor n), we will construct events Ω n with P 0 ( Ω c n ) ≤ C2
This will be enough to complete the proof of the theorem, because
The events Ω n are constructed in Section 5.3, while the equations (7) and (8) are proved in Sections 5.5 and 5.6 after the statement of preliminary results in Section 5.4. The following proposition states some bounds that we will extensively use in the proof. It is proved in Appendix D. Proposition 1. There exists a sequence (B n ) n≥0 with lim n→∞ B n (log n) c = 0 for all c > 0 and such that sup (ϑ,θ) 
We now justify the claim about ν and K. Indeed, because of Proposition 1 we
, and by orthogonality of wavelets
where the last line follows because of Lemma 2. Thus, it suffices to take ν = ξ/(r 2 ωξ) and K = log(B n /( √ νδ n ))/ log(r) ≤ log(1/δ n )/ log(r) provided n is large enough.
Construction of suitable events
Here we construct the events Ω n used to prove the theorem in Section 5.2. Here and after P n stands for the usual empirical measure
where
In order to define Ω ′ n , we need to introduce new definitions. First, for a sequence
We also let,
Then, we take the events Ω ′ n as
The two following propositions prove the claim made in Section 5.2 about P n 0 ( Ω c n ). Their proof is to be found in Appendix D and Appendix B.2, respectively.
Proposition 2. Assume s n , δ n → 0. Then for every ǫ > 0 there exists n 0 ≥ 0 depending only on ǫ, γ and η such that
Proposition 3. For all ǫ > 0 there exists constants n 0 , v 0 , c 0 > 0 not depending on b such that for all v ≥ v 0 and all n ≥ n 0 ,
The sets D b n can be seen as local versions of the classical Kullback-Leibler neighborhoods of P 0 . For reasons similar to those that require the prior to put enough mass on the Kullback-Leibler neighborhoods of P 0 , we have to guarantee that Π n (D b n ) is sufficiently large to get good rates in sup-norm. This is the purpose of the next proposition, proved in Appendix D.
Proposition 4. Assume there exists a constant a > 0 such that j n ≤ a log(1/(t n δ n )).
Then, there exists a constant
5.4 Preliminaries for the proofs of equations (7) and (8) We again introduce some new definitions.
Furthermore, for any θ I , we define the sets
Remark that for j ≥ j n ≥ j 0 , we have by construction θ j,k = θ j,k , and hence it is clear that Θ b n ⊆ {(ϑ, θ) :
n (θ I ) depends on θ I only through jn j=j n k∈I jŝ j,k , ϑ and θ. In order to bound the posterior distribution, it helps to construct a set that contains U b n (θ I ) when θ I ∈ T b n but does not depend on θ I . We let,
Then the next lemma shows that U b n has the desired property. The proof is to be found in Appendix D.
n and for all b.
5.5 Proof of equation (7) The first step in the proof of equation (7) is to construct new events on which we will be able to control the likelihood ratio in the numerator of the Bayes rule nicely. For the same r > 1 as previously and for constants ζ > 0, 0 < h < 1 to be chosen after, we let for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K} and all n ∈ N,
For the sake of completeness, we should mention that the previous sets have no apparent reason to be measurable. For our purpose, it is easily shown from our proofs that the intersection can be reduced over a countable subset of Θ b n ∩ B k ∩ A k , and hence we will assume without loss of generality that Ω ′′ n,k are measurable. They, in addition, satisfy the following proposition, proved in Appendix B.
Proposition 5. For every ǫ > 0 the constants κ > 0, 0 < h < 1, and r > 1 can be chosen such that there exists a n 0 (not depending on b) such that for all n ≥ n 0
In order to get a useful expression for the posterior distribution, we will rewrite the log-likelihood ratio in a more convenient form. We let L n (ϑ, θ) denote the log-likelihood ratio
The second equality in the last display follows because p ϑ,θ = eρ ϑ,θ / 1 0 eρ ϑ,θ . it can be shown that there are functions X n → D n (X n ), (X n ; ϑ, θ \I ) → L n (X n ; ϑ, ϑ \I ), and (X n ; ϑ, θ) → E n (X n ; ϑ, θ) such that
The exact expressions of D n , L n and E n are not relevant here, those are fully stated in Appendix A. The next proposition, however, will be of great help to control the E n term in equation (9). Its proof is to be found in Appendix D.
Proposition 6. Assume there exists c > 0 such that δ n ≥ cj −1 n { j n 2 j n /2 ε n ∨ 2 −jnβ }. Then, there exists C > 0 depending only on p 0 and the wavelet basis, such that ρ
We now pick κ > 0 and 0 < r < 1, such that Proposition 5 holds true. We also choose v > 0 sufficiently large to be in the conditions of Proposition 3, and we let w n := max{s n , δ n , j 2 n B n , j 5/2 n 2 −j n u }, where u is defined in Lemma 5. Then, whenever the conditions of Proposition 6 are met, the result of Lemma 5 in Appendix A.1 combined with Proposition 1 implies that on Ω n there is a generic constant C > 0 such that
Therefore, by the Bayes rule, Lemma 4, Proposition 4, and by the independence structure of the prior, for every X n ∈ Ω n ,
Now assume that there exists (j, k) ∈ I such that 2 j/2 |θ 0 j,k | ≤ δ n . Then it is clear that Π n (T b n |ŝ j,k = 0) = 0. This argument shows that Π n (T n ) ≤ exp{−Q b (1 + µ ⋆ ) log 2} necessarily because of equation (2). When w n and j 2 n t 2 n get small enough, this implies that for every
The conclusion then follows by taking κ, r, h such that Proposition 5 holds; η > 0 arbitrary, γ 2 ≥ ζ/2, z = ζ/2 and ζ = (4/7)(1 + µ ⋆ ) log 2.
Proof of equation (8)
Acting as in Section 5.5, it is easily found that,
But, for all θ I ∈ T n ,
where the last line follows because |e x − x − 1| ≤ x 2 e |x| /2 for all x ∈ R. Since
Acting as in Section 5.6, we find that
If κnP 0 (S b )j −1 n δ 2 n r 2k ≤ 2C, we have the trivial bound,
This shows that there are generic constants C ′ , c ′ > 0 such that
This combined with equation (10) completes the proof because for any a, b > 0 and any 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 it holds a ∧ b ≤ a 1−x b x and w n + j 2 n t 2 n + B n = o(1/j n ) under our assumptions for appropriate choice of the constant q > 0 such that 2 j n ≥ j q n .
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A Expansion of the likelihood ratio A.1 Notations and main result
In this section we give the detail of the functions L n , D n and E n utilized in equation (9). The Lemma 5 establishes the upper bound on E n needed in the proof of equations (7) and (8). In the whole appendix, we assume that 0 < P n (S b ) < 1, which is without loss of generality under the conditions of Proposition 2. Then, we define
and,
In order to give the expression of E n , we preliminary introduce the intermediate error terms,
, and,
We are now in position to give the expression for E n .
Lemma 5. Assume 0 < s n , δ n ≤ 1,
there exists a constant C > 0 depending only on the wavelet basis, γ, and p 0 , and a constant 0 < u ≤ 1 ∧ β depending only on p 0 , such that if
A.2 Proof of equation (9): asymptotic expansion of L n
The proof of equation (9) is somewhat lengthy and not particularly challenging. We highlight only the main steps. The starting point is to rewrite the log-likelihood ratio as
where the second line follows because sup x∈S c b |ψ j,k (x)| = 0 for any (j, k) ∈ I from the definition of I and S b . Now introducing R 1 defined above,
The conclusion follows after simple algebra by writingρ ϑ,θ =ρ I ϑ,θ +ρ
and injecting the expressions for R 2 and R 3 in the last display. As a remark, note that this expansion for L n consists morally on introducing the conditional densities
. The rough intuition is that to estimate the wavelet coefficients with indexes in I, it is sufficient to estimate the conditional density well.
A.3 Proof of Lemma 2: control of E n
The first step is to bound the terms R 1 , R 2 and R 3 . This is done in the following three propositions, proved in Appendix A.4.
Proposition 8. Assume ρ ϑ,θ −ρ 0 ∞ ≤ 1/4. Then, there exists a generic constant C > 0, depending only on the wavelet basis and ρ 0 , and a constant 0 < u ≤ 1 ∧ β depending only on p 0 such that
Proposition 9. There exist x 0 > 0 and a constant C > 0 depending only on p 0 , such that if ρ ϑ,θ − ρ 0 ∞ ≤ x 0 , then
0 ∞ ≤ 2B n can be taken sufficiently small, the results of Proposition 9 imply that P 0 (S b )/2 ≤ P ϑ,θ (S b ) ≤ 2P 0 (S b ) uniformly in b. Since P 0 (S b ) ≤ 1/4, this implies that P ϑ,θ (S b ) ≤ 1/2, and P n (S b ) ≤ 1/2 on Ω n for n large enough by Proposition 2. With the same arguments, we can assume that P n (S b ) ≥ P 0 (S b )/2 and P ϑ,θ (S b ) ≥ P 0 (S b )/2 for n large. Therefore, according to Proposition 7,
Now we use Propositions 2 and 9 and the fact that (a + b) 3 ≤ 8(a 3 + b 3 ) and (a + b) 3/2 ≤ √ 2(a 3/2 + b 3/2 ) for a, b ≥ 0 to deduce that for the generic constant C > 0 of Proposition 9,
But, there is a generic constant C > 0 such that Q b ≤ Cs 2 n nP 0 (S b ) uniformly in b (see for instance the proof of Proposition 2). Hence, there exists C > 0 depending only in p 0 and the prior, such that
With the same arguments, we find from Proposition 9 that
Also, by Young's inequality,
In order to control the other terms, we will need the following estimate, proved in Appendix A.4. There is a generic constant C > 0 depending only on p 0 and the wavelet basis, such that
Note that, suppρ I ϑ,θ ⊆ S b and supp ρ I 0 ⊆ S b , hence,
It then follows from equation (11) and Proposition 9,
Similarly, it is easily seen that,
And,
Finally,
Recall that Q b ≤ Cs 2 n nP 0 (S b ) for a generic constant C > 0 (see for instance the proof of Proposition 2). This concludes the proof after gathering all the contributions of the remainder term together.
A.4 Proofs of Propositions 7 to 9 and equation (11) Proof of Proposition 7. For some fixed q ∈ [0, 1], consider the function f : [0, 1] → R such that f (p) := q log p + (1 − q) log(1 − p). Then by Taylor's formula, there exists a q 0 ∈ [0, 1] such that min{p, q} ≤ q 0 ≤ max{p, q} and
The conclusion follows by taking q = P n (S b ) and p = P ϑ,θ (S b ).
Proof of Proposition 8.
Consider first the function r : (−1, ∞) → R + implicitly defined by log(1 + x) =: x − x 2 r(x)/2. It then follows,
On the other hand, define ω : R → R + implicitly by e x =: 1 + x + x 2 ω(x)/2. Then,
Then, we deduce that,
To ease notations, we introduce the shorthand notation,
Then it is easily seen from the above computations that
where the last bound holds whenever ρ ϑ,θ − ρ 0 ∞ ≤ 1/4. Now we use the fact that |ω(x) − 1| ≤ |x|e |x| /3 and the fact that |r(x) − 1| ≤ 2|x| whenever |x| ≤ 0.81. Hence whenever ρ ϑ,θ − ρ 0 ∞ ≤ 1/4, it holds
where the last line follows from Hölder's inequality. Then,
We now deduce from the definitions of R 2 and G that,
Because supp ψ j,k ⊆ S b for all (j, k) ∈ I and exp(ρ 0 ) = p 0
For all (j, k) ∈ I, choose an arbitrary point x j,k ∈ supp ψ j,k , and for every
, we can find a constant 0 < u ≤ 1 ∧ β such that R j,k ∞ 2 −ju . When the function is β-Hölder for some β > 0, then u = 1 ∧ β works. When β = 1, we cannot take u = 1 in general because the 1-Zygmund space does not coincide with the 1-Hölder space. It is still true, however, that u < 1 works. Because the wavelets are orthogonal, we have that
A similar estimate is trivially proved for p 0 ψ j,k ϕ k . Now because I ∩ I c = ∅, we find that
Therefore, we can find generic constants C, C ′ > 0 depending only on p 0 , such that
, where the last line follows by orthogonality of wavelets and Lemma 2. Henceforth, by Young's inequality, and because S b e ρ 0 ≥ ξλ(S b ) we get that for a generic constant C > 0
Moreover, it is obvious that,
Combining the last display with equation (11) and Young's inequality, it follows for a generic constant C > 0,
Then the conclusion of the proposition follows by combining the various estimates above.
Proof of Proposition 9. Remark that we have,
Hence, because |1 − e x | ≤ |x|e |x| and |1 − e x + x| ≤ x 2 e |x| /2 for all x ∈ R, we deduce that whenever ρ ϑ,θ − ρ 0 ∞ gets small enough
The conclusion for the first statement follows by Young's inequality, and because
, and e ρ 0 ≤ ξ. The second statement is proved similarly.
Proof of equation (11).
Remark that because supp ψ j,k ⊆ S b for all (j, k) ∈ I, and p 0 ∈ B β ∞,∞ [0, 1], the following holds.
The conclusion then follows from Lemma 2, because the wavelet are orthogonal, and because ξ ≤ p 0 ≤ ξ.
B Entropy calculations B.1 Proof of Proposition 5
We will prove the proposition using a covering argument. Tighter bounds can be obtained using chaining, but these are not required for our proof. Since S n depends only on θ I we abusively write
n ∩ B k ∩ A k with balls of radius νhδ 2 n r 2k /6 in the distance d. Let θ I → π(θ I ) denote the projection onto the closest ball center (we assume without loss of generality it is unique). Then it is easily seen that for all (ϑ, θ) ∈ Θ b n and all X n ∈ Ω n ,
Then, we deduce that
To ease notations, we now write b(ζ, h) :
n r 2(k+1) and ρ I ϑ,θ − ρ I 0 ∞ ≤ B n . Hence, by Bernstein's inequality
Hence,
The conclusion of the proof follows because of the next proposition, proved thereafter.
Proposition 10. Assume y ≤ 1/2 and n large enough. Then,
Proof. We let p ≥ 0 be the smallest integer such that p ≥ κnP 0 (S b )δ 2 n r 2k /j n . If p = 0 then the bound is trivial, we then assume p ≥ 1. We define the index set S := {s :
From the definition of d, there is a constant C > 0 depending only on the wavelet basis, such that
Remark that on Θ b n , we do have Cj n 2 j/2 |θ j,k − θ 0 j,k | ≤ Cj n B n by Proposition 1. Therefore, using the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 12, we find that the cardinality N of an y-net over Θ b n ∩ B k ∩ A k is no more than |S| times the cardinality of an y-net over {x ∈ R p : x ∞ ≤ 2Cj n B n } in the · ∞ distance. This is, whenever y ≤ 1/2 and Cj n B n ≤ 1/4 (which will happen for n large enough because of Proposition 1)
The conclusion follows because |I| = c2 jn for a universal constant c > 0, hence log(e|I|) ≤ 1 + log c + j n log 2 ≤ 2j n log 2, at least for j n ≥ (1 + log c)/ log 2.
B.2 Proof of Proposition 3
We remark that whenever θ I ∈ D b n , it holds
Thus there is a constant C > 0 depending only on the wavelet basis and a
It is easily seen that
The conclusion follows from Bernstein's inequality using standard argument; see also the proof of Corollary 1.
Hence, we can find a generic constant c > 0 depending only on P 0 and the wavelet basis, such that for all n large enough, for all (ϑ, θ) ∈ B n ,
Because β ≤ β by assumption, it is easily demonstrated under equations (1), (2) and (4) that for a constant K > 0, when n gets large enough,
The following corollary is a well-known consequence of the prior positivity of Kullback-Leibler type neighborhoods stated in Proposition 11, see for instance Ghosal et al. (2000) . Here, however, we take advantage of the boundedness from below and above of p 0 to improve on the estimate in the corollary and get exponential decay instead of the more classical polynomial decay. Corollary 1. Let c, c ′ > 0 and ε n be as defined in Proposition 11. Then for all v > 0 there exist n 0 ∈ N and u > 0 such that for all n ≥ n 0
Proof. Define B n as in the proof of Proposition 11 and choose n sufficiently large to be in the conditions of Proposition 11. Then, we can find a constants D > 0 such that the following are true for all (ϑ, θ) ∈ B n , sup
Therefore, proceeding as in Ghosal et al. (2000) , but using Bernstein's inequality instead of Chebychev's inequality, it is found that
The conclusion follows because Jensen's inequality and Fubini's theorem imply,
C.2 Proof of Lemma 1
For a constant c 0 > 0 to be chosen accordingly, we let τ n := ℓ(c 0 nε 2 n ), α n := 1/ℓ(c 0 nε n ) and we first construct the preliminary sieve,
By definition of the prior, and from equations (2) and (3), we deduce that whenever nε 2 n is large enough,
Moreover,
Since |ŝ j,k − ω j | ≤ 1 uniformly, Bernstein's inequality (with some cares to not lose the log factor) implies that for generic constants K, K ′ > 0 and n large enough Π n jn j=0
Also, 2 jn n and nε 2 n ≫ log n by definition of ε n . Hence for any h > 0 and n large enough, we can choose c > 0 such that Π n ( Θ c n ) ≤ exp{−hnε 2 n }. Let N (ǫ, A, d) denote the ǫ-covering number of A, i.e., N (ǫ, A, d) is the smallest number of balls of radius ǫ needed to cover A. Following Ghosal et al. (2000) , the conclusion of Lemma 1 follows by the bound on the covering number of the set F n := {P ϑ,θ : (ϑ, θ) ∈ Θ n } which is given in the next proposition.
Proposition 12. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3 there exist C > 0 and n 0 > 0 such that log N (F n , δ, H) ≤ Cnε 2 n 1 + log(1/δ) log n for all 0 < δ < 1 and all n ≥ n 0 .
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume N := c 0 nε 2 n / log n is integer. Let S := {s : jn j=0 k∈I j s j,k = N, sup j>jn sup k∈I j s j,k = 0}. Take (ϑ ′ , θ ′ ) ∈ Θ n arbitrary. Then, j∈Z + k∈I jŝ j,k (ϑ ′ , θ ′ ) ≤ N by definition of Θ n ; so we can find s ∈ S such thatŝ j,k (ϑ ′ , θ ′ ) = 1 ⇒ s j,k = 1. Pick such s and let (ϑ, θ) ∈ Θ n arbitrary but withŝ j,k (ϑ, θ) = s j,k for all j ≥ 0 and all k ∈ I j . It is well-known that H(P ϑ,θ , P ϑ Remark that ϑ ∞ ≤ τ n and sup 0≤j≤jn sup k∈I j 2 j/2 |θ j,k | ≤ τ n for all (ϑ, θ) ∈ Θ n . Then, we deduce from the above that N (F n , δ, H) is no more than |S| times the cardinality of a cj −1 n δ-net over {x ∈ R |I|+N : x ∞ ≤ τ n } in the · ∞ induced distance, for some c > 0 depending only on the wavelet basis. This is, because jn j=0 |I j | ≤ n for n large, N (F n , δ, H) ≤ 1 + 2j n τ n cδ |I|+N n N ≤ 2j n τ n /c + 1 δ
where the second inequality follows for δ ≤ 1. The conclusion follows because j n log n, and τ n = ℓ(c 0 nε 2 n ) log n by assumption. Now choose J ≥ j 0 such that 2 J/2 n −u = n −u/2 . Remark that for any j ≥ J it holds θ j,k = θ j,k . Then, for all x ∈ [0, 1] 2 −jβ ∨ τ n 2 −jα n + 2 −jnβ , (log n)n −(u∧2β)/2 + (τ n /α n )2 −Jα n .
But, by the assumptions on ℓ, for any c > 0, we find that there is a n 0 such that for all n ≥ n 0 , 2 −Jα n = n −uα n = exp − u log n ℓ(c 0 nε 2 n ) ≤ exp − u log n ℓ(n) log log n log log n ≤ (log n) −c .
We already saw that τ n /α n grows slower than log n on Θ n . This shows that ρ ϑ,θ − ρ 0 ∞ decays faster than any power of 1/ log n on Θ n . Consequently, p ϑ,θ −p 0 ∞ ρ ϑ,θ − ρ 0 ∞ exp{ ρ ϑ,θ − ρ 0 ∞ } decays faster than any power of 1/ log n, and thus ξ/2 ≤ p ϑ,θ ≤ ξ/2 for sufficiently large n. Furthermore, this also implies by equation (12) that H(P ϑ,θ , P 0 ) ≥ 2ξ ρ 0 − ρ ϑ,θ 2 on Θ n . Combined with Lemma 1, this implies that on a set of posterior mass 1 − e −hnε 2 n , 
D Remaining proofs
In this appendix we gather the proofs of every secondary results whose proofs have no particular technical difficulties.
Proof of Lemma 2. First, observe that,
Now for the second direction, remark that there is a c > 0 depending only on how much the wavelets overlap and such that for any j n ≤ j ≤ j n we have λ(S b ) ≥ c2 −j N b j . Therefore, λ(S b ) ≥ c max j n ≤j≤jn {N b j 2 −j }. On the other hand, by Hölder's inequality Proof of Proposition 4. By assumption on ρ 0 there is a constant G > 0 such that sup k∈I j 2 j(β+1/2) |θ 0 j,k | ≤ G for all j ≥ 0. Let j * be the smallest integer such that G2 −j * β ≤ t n δ n . We assume without loss of generality that j n < j * < j n . Then, it is clear from equations (2) and (4) The previous implies that whenever (ϑ, θ \I ) ∈ U b n it holds ρ \I ϑ,θ − ρ \I 0 ∞ ε n + j n 2 j n /2 ε n + 2 −jnβ + j n δ n , concluding the proof.
Proof of Proposition 1. The proof of the proposition is a straightforward mix of the proofs of Theorem 2 and Lemma 4 and thus it is omitted.
